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Abstract: With the rapid development of blockchain technology, the new retail has diversified intelligent empowerment 
modes and achieved a leap change in the service system. As the competition in the retail industry becomes increasingly 
fierce, whether new entrants choose to introduce blockchain technology to improve their profits becomes the key to 
their development. This paper considers the system consisting of the incumbent retailer and the new entrant retailer, 
uses the game theory method to discuss their competition, considers the introduction cost of blockchain technology, and 
compares the two cases of the new entrant retailer not introducing blockchain technology and introducing blockchain 
technology. The results show that when the introduction of blockchain technology can fully make up for consumers’ 
concerns about the quality of new entrant retailers’ products and enhance consumers’ trust in their products, new entrant 
retailers will choose to introduce blockchain technology. And only when the introduction cost of blockchain technology 
is less than a certain threshold, it is beneficial for new entrant retailers to introduce blockchain technology. Finally, some 
numerical examples are given to illustrate the correctness of the above conclusions.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, China has continued to advance supply-side structural reform and optimize the economic structure. 

As the process of global economic integration and market competition are becoming more and more intensifying, 
retailing businesses are facing a more complex business environment. According to Forbes news, Apple has always 
been far ahead in the industry. However, its position has been challenged by the rise of Samsung and Huawei, among 
which Apple has lost about 10% share in the smartwatch market. Apple Watch shipments also fell 13% from 6 million 
in the first quarter of 2019 to 5.2 million in the first quarter of 2021 (Lamkin, 2020). From the perspective of consumers, 
incumbent retailers have existed in the market for a long time. They have a certain degree of dependence and trust in 
incumbent products (Li et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020; Zhou, Xu, et al., 2020). Therefore, consumers are more willing to 
buy products from incumbent retailers. In other words, incumbent retailers are in a profitable position to compete with 
new entrants. 

However, this advantage often comes from the opacity of product information to consumers. Now, as an important 
frontier technology of modern digital technology (Liu & Tang, 2021), blockchain is an important transformative force 
of business model innovation, which has the advantages of decentralization, consensus sharing, non-repudiation, and 
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improving supply chain transparency, building trust and reducing transaction costs. In March 2021, the Outline of the 
14th Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development of the People’s Republic of China and the Vision 
For 2035 reviewed and approved by the National Two Sessions has clearly listed blockchain as the key industry of the 
digital economy (XinhuaNet, 2021). In practice, blockchain technology has been recognized by the industry. Wal-Mart 
makes full use of blockchain to strengthen food supply chain safety controls by collaborating with IBM and Dole, which 
makes food quality and safety more credible. 

To a certain extent, the introduction of blockchain technology can increase the transparency of product information 
(Wang et al., 2020), which means that the rise of blockchain technology may have an impact on the competition among 
these retailers. At the same time, new entrant retailers will also incur a large number of blockchain introduction costs 
(Öztürk & Yildizbaşi, 2020), which has become one of the important considerations for their blockchain introduction. 
Based on this, do new entrant retailers choose to introduce blockchain technology in the face of market competition? 
What are the sufficient conditions for the new entrant retailer to introduce blockchain technology? Therefore, the 
exploration of the above problems will provide a decision-making reference for the efficient operation of new retail 
enterprises.

2. Literature review 
As the main focus of this paper is on the two aspects of blockchain technology and retailer competition, the 

following is a brief review of discussions and studies of various experts and scholars on these two aspects.

2.1 A brief overview of blockchain

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology, digital technology has become the key driving 
force of business model innovation (Chen, 2018). As an important frontier technology of modern digital technology, 
blockchain has become an important transformative force of business model innovation with its unique advantages. 
Blockchain can be defined as a database for users to share and enable users to trade valuable assets in a public or 
anonymous manner in the absence of a central database or intermediary (Glaser, 2017; Risius & Spohrer, 2017). At 
present, some scholars at home and abroad have researched the characteristics of blockchain. This paper systematically 
studied and analyzed the latest achievements of blockchain research, sorted it out from blockchain and its economic 
context, extended to the preliminary definition of blockchain economy, and deeply understood the basic principles and 
internal laws of blockchain economy (Zhang & Li, 2019). Blockchain has the characteristics of decentralization, trust-
building based on consensus mechanism, and non-repudiation (Yuan & Wang, 2016). The functions and advantages of 
blockchain in systems of different industries are analyzed, guiding supply chain management (Tian et al., 2021). The 
Differences-in-Differences, Propensity Score Matching (DID+PSM) model was proposed to test and conclude that the 
application of blockchain can improve the operating efficiency of enterprises (Li & Wan, 2021). Some scholars have 
studied the financial risks of traditional supply chains and proposed an optimization model of supply chain financial risk 
control based on blockchain in combination with the advantages of blockchain technology (Fu et al., 2021). Blockchain 
technology plays an important role in promoting the transparency of social media information (Choi et al., 2020). The 
studies proposed that the introduction of blockchain in the supply chain will improve transparency and responsibility, 
and increase customers’ trust in product features (Kshetri, 2018; Tian, 2016). In addition, some scholars discussed the 
sufficient conditions for supply chain enterprises to implement blockchain technology from multiple perspectives such 
as the introduction costs of blockchain. Wang et al. (2021) discussed the impact of consumer beliefs and the introduction 
cost of blockchain technology on the information disclosure strategy of competitive platforms. Li et al. (2021) show that 
luxury e-commerce platforms will choose blockchain technology for certification only if the difference between the cost 
of blockchain technology certification and the cost of manual technology certification is small.

2.2 A brief overview of the retailing competition

In the competition between retailers, scholars at home and abroad have also carried out certain research. A 
competitive game model was constructed between two retailers based on fairness concerns, comparing and analyzing 
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the behavioral differences between two retailers that fulfill social responsibilities and those that do not, which has a 
certain reference value for retailers’ competitive decisions (Shu, 2019). Some scholars constructed four retailer strategy 
models: Cournot, Stackelberg, and two joint models, and obtained pricing decisions based on game competition of 
duopoly retailers under a green supply chain from the perspective of game theory through numerical analysis (Zhang 
et al., 2020). The pricing strategies of differentiated enterprises under duopoly competition were studied (Choudhary, 
2010). A two-stage game model to study the price competition between e-commerce retailers and traditional retailers 
was used, proposing the optimal pricing and balanced profit respectively (Chen et al., 2006).

To sum up, some scholars have carried out a series of relevant analyses on the application of blockchain technology 
in supply chain management and price competition strategies of different retailers, but there is a lack of research on how 
blockchain technology affects competition between the incumbent retailer and the new entrant retailer. Therefore, based 
on the core characteristics of blockchain non-repudiation, openness, transparency, and decentralization, considering the 
introduction cost of blockchain technology, this paper intends to build a game model that the new entrant retailer does 
not introduce blockchain technology and introduces blockchain technology respectively, in order to expand the research 
of blockchain in supply chain management.

3. Problem description and model assumptions
Consider a system consisting of two different retailers, one of which is the incumbent retailer that has always 

existed, and the other is the new entrant retailer. To simplify writing, we use R1 and R2 to denote the incumbent retailer 
and the new entrant retailer respectively. Retailers introducing blockchain technology and those not introducing 
blockchain technology are denoted as B and N, respectively. We assume that the products sold by retailers are 
homogenous. And there is a degree of competition between them because they are in the same system. In order to 
further analyze the above problems, the following hypotheses are made:

i. It is assumed that all participants in the market are risk-neutral and their production and operation 
decisions are based on their own profit maximization (Zhou, Ma, et al., 2020).

ii. It is assumed that neither retailer R1 nor retailer R2 is eliminated from the market in the process of 
competition.

iii. It is assumed that consumers have no concerns about privacy disclosure caused by blockchain 
technology, that is, the utilities of consumers will not be reduced.

iv. It is assumed that consumers’ valuation of the product is independent of the selling price of the product. 
Consumers value the products of retailer R1 as v, which follows a uniform distribution from 0 to 1, i.e. 
v~U(0,1). Then consumers value the products of retailer R2 as θv, where θ < 1. The reason is that the 
longer a retailer has been in the market, the more consumers trust and value its products.

v. It is assumed that the prices of products sold by retailer R1 and retailer R2 are p1 and  p2, respectively.
vi. It is assumed that the introduction cost of blockchain technology is C.
vii. It is assumed that consumers’ valuation of products is bv when the retailer introduces blockchain 

technology, where b represents the improvement of information transparency (b > 1). The reason is that 
consumers with more information can enhance their trust in the retailer and thus enhance their purchase 
intention.

Other relevant symbols: the utility obtained by consumers purchasing the retailer R1’s products is written as U1, the 
utility obtained by consumers purchasing the retailer R2’s products is written as U2; the demand of retailer R1 is written 
as D1, the demand of retailer R2 is written as D2; the profit of retailer R1 is written as ∏1, the profit of retailer R2 is written 
as ∏2; Superscript NN is the case where neither introduces blockchain technology, superscript NB is the case where the 
retailer R1 does not introduce blockchain technology and the retailer R2 introduces blockchain technology.

According to the above assumptions and symbol description, the retailers’ profit expressions under the two 
conditions are as follows:
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retailer R1’s profit:
(1)
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NN

∏1
NB(p1) = p1 D1

NB                                                                      (2)

retailer R2’s profit:	
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(3)   

  (4)

4. The establishment and solution of the model
4.1 The entrant retailer R2 does not introduce blockchain technology

As mentioned above, consumers’ purchasing decisions depend on their utilities to the product, and all consumers 
follow the principle of utility maximization to make purchase decisions (Zhou et al., 2015). The longer a retailer has 
been in the market, the more consumers trust its products. Then, the utility that consumers get from the incumbent 
retailer’s products is U1

NN = v – p1 and the utility these consumers get from the new entrant retailer’s products is  
U2

NN = θv – p2. Similar to Yan et al. (2018), consumers will choose to buy products from retailer R1 if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied:
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Analogously, consumers will choose to buy products from retailer R2 if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied:
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Therefore, we can obtain the demand functions
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where 2 1p pθ≤ . Moreover, when 2 1p pθ> , as the new entrant retailer, consumers have doubts about the quality of its 
products, which will lead to zero demand for the retailer, that is, R2 is eliminated from the market.

Put the demand functions into equations (1) and (3) to obtain the profit functions of R1 and R2, respectively:
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Proposition 1. When retailer R2 does not introduce blockchain technology, the decision results of the two retailers are as 
follows by solving the first-order conditions of the optimization problem:
i. The optimal price decisions of retailer R1 and retailer R2 are shown below:
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ii. The optimal game demands of retailer R1 and retailer R2 are shown below
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iii. The optimal profits of retailer R1 and retailer R2 are shown below:
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Proposition 1. indicates that if the retailer R2 does not introduce blockchain technology, the price and demand of R2 
are higher than that of R1 and the corresponding profit is also higher than that of R1. Even so, consumers still think the 
products of R1 will bring them more utilities. As the new entrant retailer R2 in the market, consumers will initially have 
doubts. Therefore, it is necessary for R2 to develop low-cost strategies to ensure that it will not be eliminated from the 
market.

4.2  The entrant retailer R2 introduces blockchain technology

Accordingly, the utility that consumers get from the incumbent retailer’s products is U1
NB = v – p1 and the utility  

these consumers get from the new entrant retailer’s products is U2
NB = bθv – p2. Similarly, If and only if U1

NN > max  
{0,U2

NN}, consumers will choose to buy products from retailer R1 or not; if and only if U2
NN  > max {0,U1

NN}, consumers 
will choose to buy products from retailer R2 or not.

At this point, it is particularly important whether the introduction of blockchain technology can improve 
consumers’ valuation of products, that is, the value of bθ will affect the retailer’s optimal decision, so the discussion is 
divided into three cases:

Case 1. If bθ < 1, that is, the introduction of blockchain technology does not compensate for consumer concerns 
about the quality of the product of the new entrant retailer. Similar to Section 4.1, the demand of R1 is 1 2
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Put the demand functions into equations (1) and (3) to obtain the profit functions of R1 and R2 respectively:
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Proposition 2. When retailer R2 introduces blockchain technology in the case of bθ < 1, the decision results of the two 
retailers are as follows by solving the first-order conditions of the optimization problem:
i. The optimal price decisions of retailer  R1 and retailer R2 are shown below:
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ii. The optimal game demands of retailer R1 and retailer R2 are shown below:
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iii. The optimal profits of retailer R1 and retailer R2 are shown below:
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Proposition 2. indicates that when retailer R2 introduces blockchain technology in the case of bθ < 1, retailer R2’s profit 
does not obviously increase and it also has to pay a large cost of blockchain technology introduction. Therefore, the new 
entrant retailer will not choose to introduce blockchain technology.

Case 2. If bθ = 1, that is, the introduction of blockchain technology just makes up for consumers’ concerns about 
the product quality of the new entrant retailer, making that the consumer values retailer R1’s products the same as retailer  
R2’s. At this point, no matter the retailer R1 or R2 reduce the selling price, the demand of another retailer will be 0, and 
there is only one retailer in the market.

Case 3. If bθ > 1, in other words, the introduction of blockchain technology can completely make up for 
consumers’ concerns about the quality of the product of the new entrant retailer, and it can also provide consumers 
with more product quality information and enhance the trust of the consumer in its products. Similar to Section 
4.1, at this point, the demand of R1 is 2 1

1 11
NB p pD p
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−
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−

, where p2 > bθp1; the demand of R2 is 2 1
2 1

1
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where p2 > bθp1. 

The reason is that consumers value retailer R2’s products more than R1, which will lead to zero demand for retailer 
R1 if 2 1p b pθ≤ , that is, R1 is eliminated from the market.
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Put the demand functions into equations (2) and (4) to obtain the profit functions of R1 and R2 respectively:
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Proposition 3. When retailer R2 introduces blockchain technology in the case of bθ > 1, the decision results of the two 
retailers are as follows by solving the first-order conditions of the optimization problem:
i. The optimal price decisions of retailer  R1 and retailer R2 are shown below:
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ii. The optimal game demands of retailer R1 and retailer R2 are shown below:
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iii. The optimal profits of retailer R1 and retailer R2 are shown below:
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From Proposition 3, for the new entrant retailer R2, when 
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retailer will choose to introduce blockchain technology.
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5. Numerical examples
In order to verify the results of the above decision model, according to the above assumptions and properties, 

parameters are assigned as follows, and numerical examples are used to further demonstrate the correctness of the above 
conclusions. We set θ = 0.6, when bθ < 1, b = 1.1; when bθ > 1, b = 3.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of R2’s optimal profit changing with C when bθ < 1

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of R2’s optimal profit changing with C when bθ > 1 

As shown in Figure 1, the entrant retailer R2 introduces blockchain technology, which does not make up for 
consumers’ concerns about the quality of products. Consumers’ demand for its products is still less than that of the 
retailer R1. At this point, the retailer has to pay the cost of introducing the blockchain. Therefore, the entrant retailer will 
not introduce blockchain technology. As shown in Figure 2, the introduction of blockchain technology could more than 
compensate for consumer concerns about the quality of products. At this point, the retailer’s profit decreases with the 
increase in the cost of introducing blockchain technology. When the cost exceeds a certain value, the retailer will not  
choose to introduce blockchain technology.
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6. Conclusion
Blockchain technology continues to develop rapidly and has become one of the important technologies for social 

transformation in the future. In the new retail industry, the introduction of blockchain technology will affect the profits 
and comprehensive competitiveness of new entrant retailers. Based on this, this paper builds a competitive game model 
between incumbent retailer and new entrant retailer, considers the introduction cost of blockchain technology, compares 
and analyzes the differences in decision-making results under two situations where new entrant retailer does not 
introduce blockchain technology and introduces blockchain technology, and explores sufficient conditions where new 
entrant retailer introduce blockchain. The main conclusions are as follows:

i. When the introduction of blockchain technology can completely make up for consumers’ concerns about 
the quality of new entrant retailer’s products, and can also provide consumers with more product quality 
information and enhance consumers’ trust in products, new entrant retailers will consider introducing 
blockchain technology.

ii. There is a cost threshold for blockchain introduction. When and only when the introduction cost of 
blockchain technology is below the threshold, new entrant retailers can make greater profits in the 
competition. After exceeding the threshold, profits will begin to decline, and rational new entrant retailers 
will not choose to introduce blockchain technology. 

iii. Under the sufficient condition that the new entrant retailer is willing to introduce blockchain, the core 
competitiveness of the new entrant retailer will be enhanced by introducing blockchain technology. This 
shows that the introduction of blockchain technology will increase consumer demand, which has led to a 
significant increase in retailer profits.

From the above conclusions, the following management suggestions are obtained:
i. The essence of retailer competition is to compete for customers. In the era of the digital economy, if new 

entrant retailers want to be in an advantageous position in the competition, they must play the role of data 
elements fully, improve consumers’ trust in products, and expand the market demand for products.

ii. New entrant retailers should fully consider the threshold of the introduction cost of blockchain 
technology. When the introduction cost is less than the threshold, new entrant retailers can increase 
corporate profits by introducing blockchain technology. Conversely, high introduction cost will harm 
their own interests.

iii. The characteristics of blockchain decentralization, traceability, and permanent tampering can digitize and 
securely store data of all transactions and products - from source to shelf, and then return to shelves. The 
information is visible in real-time, so consumers can accurately witness the products being produced, 
transported, and sold at any given time. In addition, the information recorded in the distributed ledger is 
tamper-proof, because any change is impossible without the consent of the whole network, which ensures 
the authenticity of the data and improves production. The transparency of product information enhances 
the trust of consumers, which will inevitably greatly change the ecology of the retail industry, tap the 
consumption potential, and promote the explosion of consumer demand.

However, the research of this paper also has many limitations. There are only two retailers in the market, the 
typicality is not enough; only considering that all participants in the supply chain are risk-neutral; consumers’ concerns 
about their privacy disclosure were not taken into account. These will be the direction of further research in the future.
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